The best hunters and shooters in the world
choose the best bowstrings!
Chance Beaubouef
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We understand that when you need a new bowstring, you need it fast! That’s why we build the world’s most advanced and
reliable bowstrings in short order and promise them to ship within from our factory three business days (excluding transit time).
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We take great pride in knowing that many of the very best hunters and shooters trust the performance of a Winner’s Choice bowstring when they
go afield or step up to the line. We think this is proof positive that our bowstrings perform like no other. Proof that our bowstrings offer superior
stability, consistent accuracy, faster arrows.
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Your bowstring is something you typically don’t notice, until it no longer performs 		
					
properly. Then it becomes the focal point of your bow. At Winner’s Choice, we understand the
hassles associated with string creep, peep rotation, serving separation and other accuracy-robbing string idiosyncrasies. That’s why we set out to
develop technologies and manufacturing methods, and find materials, that ensure your bowstring will perform flawlessly right out of the box and
over time.
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As the industry leader in the production of premium-quality bow strings and cables we have made significant advancements in
our string building process to maintain our reputation of offering the most stable strings and cables on the market. By listening
to our customers and using the feedback from top professional and amateur archers worldwide we identified ways to eliminate accuracy
robbing portions of the string building process. Through a proprietary combination of automated and hand building processes we
have developed a string building system second to none!
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Levi Morgan

Each fiber is prestretched, precision-measured, and perfectly paired with a family of complimentary strands to eradicate creep and peep
rotation. Meanwhile the loop end serving process has been improved, delivering a cleaner look and feel as
well as enhanced string performance to eliminate serving separation and premature wear. Winners Choice
bowstrings have the look and feel of true performance all with a Lifetime String Performance Guarantee
unrivaled by any other string maker!

Using only the
industry’s finest
high-quality
string materials.
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Build your own bowstring
Not only is a Winner’s Choice bowstring the best you can buy, but now you
can design your own! Go to the Winner’s Choice website (scan the QR code for
instant access) and you’ll find our Custom Bowstring Builder, where you can
choose your preferred bowstring material and select
your favorite bowstring colors. The Custom Bowstring
Builder lets you look at all of the color options.

What are your colors?

125 East Elkins Street
Stanton, KY 40380
Toll-Free 1-(855)-839-9200
Email: orders@winnerschoicestrings.com
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Each and every Winner’s Choice bowstring is made right here in the USA! They are assembled by experienced string technicians who care! Then, each string is
checked and rechecked by quality-control professionals to ensure your Winner’s Choice bowstring will perform as promised, right out of the package.

